Get the Most out of Tableau
in your organization

This course is designed to provide the skills required to
become a Tableau power user. It is meant for the professional who has solid working experience with Tableau
and wants to take it to the next level. The course will be
taught on the latest Tableau Desktop version.

Target Audience
		

Users with a good understanding of all the fundamental concepts of
building worksheets and dashboards.

Content
		

Build advanced chart types and visualizations such as Bar in bar charts, 		
Pareto Charts and Bullet Graphs

		

Build complex calculations to manipulate data

		

Prep data for analysis and use statistical techniques to analyse it

		

Use parameters and input controls

		
		

Implement advanced geographic mapping techniques and use custom images
and geocoding to build spatial visualizations of non-geographic data

		
		

Combine data sources and data from multiple tables in the same
data source

		

Make your visualizations perform as well as possible with the Data Engine,
extracts, and efficient connection methods.

		
		

Build better dashboards for guided analytics, interactive dashboard design,
and visual best practices
Learn efficiency tips and tricks

		
Practical Details

Use Tableau Server in a basic way to share your visualizations
2 full-day sessions or 4 half-day sessions

		

Available in English or German

		

The course is held at Quantum’s facilities in Zürich

		
		
		

Participants will use their own laptop (please indicate if this is not possible)
with Tableau installed on it – or download the latest Tableau Desktop Free
Trial version at www.quantumanalytics.ch

Price
		

CHF 1990.– per person excl. VAT, for a minimum of 2 and maximum of 5
participants (More people? Please enquire at tableau@qbis.ch)

Date
Register at
About Quantum
		
		
		
		
		

On request
tableau@qbis.ch
Quantum is a data science and analytics company, located in the center of
Zurich. We help clients to identify their most valuable customers, products,
or services; determine potential risks; discover hidden potential in their
markets; pinpoint and eliminate bottlenecks and inefficiencies; and provide
other insights to steer their business. We do this by combining business
experience and knowledge with the application, implementation and
teaching of scientific methods of data analysis, data management, reporting
and modern visualisation to turn data into information.
Langstrasse 14, CH-8004 Zürich
www.quantumanalytics.ch | info@qbis.ch |+41 44 500 21 28
April 2021. Prices and conditions are subject to change without prior notice.

